
For more information see www.40acts.org.uk

Next month, Friday Church will be a ‘Messy Church’ event when we will 

Easter story through lots of different crafts. People of all ages are very welcome to 

come along! 
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In March, our Friday Church session was all about preparing for Easter. We thought 

about three symbols: pancakes, an ashen cross and a palm cr

us more about how these teach us about different points on our journey towards 

Easter. We sang songs, said some prayers and finished off with a pancake snack.

We also thought about lent. Many of us were thinking of giving up choco

crisps but all of us were encouraged to take up the ’40 Acts’ challenge. Although lent 

will be well underway by the time the magazine goes to print, why not join us with our 

challenge of doing something generous every day. 
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us more about how these teach us about different points on our journey towards 

Easter. We sang songs, said some prayers and finished off with a pancake snack.
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challenge of doing something generous every day. Here are the last
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In March, our Friday Church session was all about preparing for Easter. We thought 

oss. Reverend Judith told 

us more about how these teach us about different points on our journey towards 

Easter. We sang songs, said some prayers and finished off with a pancake snack. 

We also thought about lent. Many of us were thinking of giving up chocolate, sweets or 

crisps but all of us were encouraged to take up the ’40 Acts’ challenge. Although lent 

will be well underway by the time the magazine goes to print, why not join us with our 

Here are the last few acts: 


